Operator – SESPE Field, CA

Seneca Resources Corporation, the oil & gas exploration and production subsidiary of National Fuel Gas Company (NYSE: NFG), is currently seeking to fill an Operator position for its SESPE Field location in California (near Fillmore, CA).

The Operator will serve as an integral member of the Seneca team with responsibilities including, but not limited to, the following:

- Shuts down and starts up process equipment, including compressors, pumps, vessels, columns etc. according to operational requirements.
- Prepares process equipment for planned and unplanned shutdowns.
- Checks areas and various equipment (pumps, compressors and vessels) for proper operating parameters - levels, temperatures, flow and pressure; ensures all are within defined operating ranges.
- Troubleshoots of process equipment and performs first line of maintenance for process optimization.
- Maintains a clean and neat work area.
- Ensures compliance with Health, Environment, Safety and Security management policies.
- Operates and maintains gas dehydrations equipment.
- Fully versed on Emergency response procedures; responds to process upsets and emergencies promptly and competently.
- Performs minor repairs to compressors and equipment, using hand tools.
- DOT pipeline knowledge and experience preferred.

This position requires a High School diploma and a minimum of two (2) years prior experience in oilfield operations and knowledge of treating facilities, waste water systems, soft water plans and stem generation. At Seneca Resources, safety is a priority – successful candidates must be able to be fully alert, use good judgment and be able to make decisions that affect the overall safe operation of the facilities. Successful candidates will be able to perform tasks that involve bending, squatting, climbing, kneeling or stooping, balancing and carrying up to fifty (50) pounds (lbs.). A valid driver’s license with no restrictions to operate a company vehicle is also required.

The successful candidate must be authorized to work in United States of America with a valid driver’s license with no restrictions to operate a company vehicle.

Candidates responding to this ad must refer to the job title, Operator, or Job ID #14-03CA in their correspondence. For confidential consideration, please send your resume, cover letter and employment references by February 27, 2014 to jobs@srcx.com or to:
Seneca Resources Corporation
Human Resources
Operator
Position #14-03CA
1201 Louisiana St. Ste 400
Houston, TX 77002

SENeca resources corporation is an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V

As an active exploration and production company in the northeastern U.S. for more than 100 years, Seneca Resources Corporation is committed to safety, environmental stewardship, increased productivity and maximizing shareholder value.